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MARKETING | REVIEW ARTICLE

Determining mobile payment adoption: A 
systematic literature search and bibliometric 
analysis
Abdullah1* and Mohammed Naved Khan1

Abstract:  Scholarly interest in the field of m-payment has gained prominence in the 
last decade owing to the shift in consumer spending patterns. However, only limited 
numbers of review studies are available on the topic. To overcome the limitation, 
the paper comprehensively reviewed the content of existing literature available 
on m-payment to improve understanding of the current state of knowledge. The 
present research paper reviews peer-reviewed literature available in the Scopus 
database for the period 2005-2020. A systematic literature search using the Scopus 
database was undertaken resulting in a total of 56 studies published in 44 peer- 
reviewed International journals. The present study reviews the publication trend in 
the field of m-payment, influential articles and most prolific and influential authors. 
Thereafter, a bibliometric analysis using VOS Viewer was carried out to identify 
thematic clusters. Construction of the network map using bibliographic coupling and 
co-citation analysis reveals interesting patterns and themes in the field 
of m-payment. Our study provides a better understanding of the field of m-payment 
and based on the results future avenues were proposed.
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1. Introduction
Technological innovations in the field of payments have revolutionized the payment ecosystem. 
Globally, payment ecosystems are undergoing through a phase of transition and have emerged as 
being the most innovative and cost effective technologies. Digital payments have become a catalyst of 
change by impacting our daily lives, society, business and the economy at large. Globally, COVID-19 
pandemic has bring in a behavioural shift in consumer spending patterns and is driving the surge 
toward digital payment adoption (Capegemini, 2020). COVID-19 pandemic has fostered the adoption 
of digital payments method. Consumers and merchants are largely embracing digital payments to 
limit in-person transaction, making it less likely for the virus to spread through social contacts. 
Regulators across the globe are moving toward digital payments to ensure business continuity amidst 
restriction on movement and simultaneously re-inventing the wheel of the economy from the eco-
nomic fallout. Payment industry is largely witnessing the influx of the fintech players and in the 
process making the payments more personalized, quick, simple, secure and seamless. Fintech players 
have captured millions of digital consumer by offering them cash-back rewards and discounts. 
According to the World Payments Report, 2019 India’s digital payments sector has witnessed an 
upsurge in recent years aided by easy access to smartphone, infrastructure upgrades and favorable 
regulatory support (Capegemini, 2019) . As per the report titled “India Internet 2019” the number of 
active internet users in India stands at 451 million (Nielsen Holdings, 2019) . According to a report by 
Worldline titled “India Digital Payments Report 2019” Unified Payment Interface (UPI) emerged as 
having the most preferred mode of payment (Worldline, 2019). The report further highlighted that 
transaction done through UPI were 214% higher than the previous year 2018. M-payment services due 
to its convenience and easy to use interface have grown significantly in India in the past few years 
(Singh et al. 2017) . Demonetization of the specified banknotes and the subsequent Government policy 
of Digital India have fostered the adoption of mobile-based payment solution. The Faster Payment 
Innovation Index of Fidelity National Information Services recognized India as having the most 
evolved digital payment system among the 25 Countries that were evaluated (FIS, 2018). Further, 
the report also highlighted that developments are compelling the payment service providers to offer 
personalized, seamless and user centric experience.

2. Literature review/background
Literature review reveals the research gaps inherent in the field of study and help the researchers to 
further investigate the research area previously unexplored. A variety of methods to review literature 
have been used by the academicians such as systematic review, scoping review, meta-analysis and 
weight analysis for publishing state of the art literature reviews. The present study employed 
a combination of systematic literature review (SLR) and Bibliometric analysis techniques to compre-
hensively overview the field of study which collectively helped in facilitating in identification of the 
intellectual structure. Mobile payment includes all those transactions conducted electronically, inde-
pendent of time and place, using a cell phone and cellular network for transferring goods, services or 
information among two parties (Nambiar et al., 2004). Technological developments in the area of 
payment ecosystem have changed consumer’s lives significantly and provided them with the speed, 
convenience, choice and savings. The trend of mobile payment in India is on upward trajectory. 
Chhonker et al. (2018) conducted a comprehensive review of the literature in the field of mobile 
commerce. The review was based on 184 empirical articles published between 2008 and 2017. The 
data for this review were collected through Scopus and Google scholar database. The researcher’s 
explored the relationship among the constructs using association rule mining and community detec-
tion algorithm. Liu et al. (2019) conducted a meta-analysis to identify the factors affecting consumer 
behaviour towards mobile payment. Their meta-analysis was based on 61 papers published between 
2008–2017. The study used web of science core collection database for retrieval of research papers. 
The findings of the study highlighted the place as a meta-factor, which in the opinion of the author’s is 
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an important factor in consumer’s behavioural adoption of mobile payment. Dahlberg et al. (2015) 
assessed the progress of mobile payment research using the porter five forces model framework. The 
review was based on 188 articles published between 2007 and 2014. The study provided 
a comparative analysis of the studies published prior and post 2007 research publication. The author 
scanned multitude of online databases and conferences to arrive at the requisite numbers of research 
papers for the purpose of study. Based upon their comparative analysis, they offered useful insights 
and recommendations for the mobile payment research community. De Albuquerque et al. (2014) 
conducted a comprehensive scoping study of 94 peer-reviewed papers published between 2001 and 
2011.The study used multitude of databases for retrieval of research papers and conducted 
a consultation exercise with key stakeholders to validate the findings of their scoping study. The 
study revealed the conceptual, methodological and geographical gap inherent in the field 
of m-payment. Previously, Mallat (2007) conducted a qualitative study on Finnish consumer to explore 
the adoption of m-payments. The findings of the study highlighted the relative advantage as well as 
the barriers associated with the usage of mobile payments. The overarching aim of our study is to 
provide a comprehensive overview of the research published in the field of m-payment during 
2005–2020. The present study addresses the following research questions:-

(1) To identify the dynamics of research literature production?

(2) To identify the most prolific and influential authors in the field of study?

(3) To identify the most influential work in the field of study?

(4) To identify the patterns of co-operation among authors and countries?

(5) To identify the common theme of research flowing among researchers in the field of study?

(6) To determine the periodic progression of m-payment research and the intellectual structure 
of research in this area?

3. Research methodology:-
The present study employed SLR as the process involving its conduct is structured, replicable, 
transparent and iterative in nature. Furthermore, it provides an objective basis for elimination of 
the studies that are not of interest to the author. Previously, Tranfield et al. (2003) emphasized 
that traditional reviews does suffer from the subjectivity of the authors. Wider availability of the 
electronic databases makes it easier for researchers to carry out systematic research in a timely 
manner. The present study is a combination of SLR and Bibliometric analysis. First, we executed the 
SLR by inputting the required keyword in the Scopus database and later on systematically 
extracted the sample set of research papers using the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The present 
SLR was further facilitated with the help of within-study literature analysis as this analysis 
examines the entire content of a research paper. The premier sources of research papers for our 
present study were accessed from Scopus database. Scopus is the largest abstract and citation 
database of peer-reviewed literature and consists of articles from leading publishers. Keyword 
search is an appropriate way for finding out the article relevant for the purpose of study (Almeida, 
2018; Kaushik & Rahman, 2014). The search string used in the Scopus—Title, abstract, keyword 
database was a combined search to generate the most relevant study in our research area. In 
the second stage, we performed bibliometric analysis of the literature on m-payment to help 
understand the intellectual structure of the research field. Previous research studies used variety of 
software to carry out bibliometric analysis. For our present study, we have used VOS Viewer 
because of its ability to display larger bibliometric maps in an easy-to-interpretable way which 
was not possible with the previous bibliometric software. Moreover, the software offers the added 
functionality for zooming, scrolling, and searching, which largely facilitates in the detailed exam-
ination of a map. Figure 1. represents the design of the study.

Scope of the study: The present study comprehensively reviewed the empirical studies published 
in peer-reviewed journals from the year 2005–2020 using the Scopus database.
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Selection Criteria: In selecting the articles for the purpose of review, we included only empirical 
article published in peer-reviewed journals and available in English language. We excluded the 
article published as conferences papers and conference reviews and book chapters. We further 
excluded the articles that were not available as full text article and outside the scope of the 
present study. Table 1 provides a synoptic overview of the selection criteria undertaken by 
researcher for selection of relevant studies.

The researcher exercised due care in storing the extracted data. Extracted data were imported in 
the form of .csv format and bibtex format and stored in the Mendley library for later analysis. In 
addition to, we stored a copy of selected articles to the Scopus saved list folder, so that it can later 
be used for bibliometric analysis. In the subsequent section, bibliographic data obtained from 
Scopus database are presented and analyzed through open source R-package.

4. General descriptive statistics

4.1. Main information regarding the collection
140 authors have written a total number of 56 articles spanning across various discipline such as 
Business and management, computer science, engineering, energy, environment, psychology, arts 
and humanities etc., and published in 44 reputed peer-reviewed journals. Collaboration amongst 
author is on the rise as 136 authors have multi-authored the research papers. Out of the total 56 
articles, 4 research papers are single authored. The collaboration index of authors stands at 2.62. 
The value of documents per author is 0.4 and the value of author per documents is 2.5, respec-
tively. Bibliometric analysis was specifically carried out using Bibliometrix, an open source software 
written in R-package (Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017). Descriptive analysis has been enumerated in 
Table 2:-

Figure 1. Design of the study.

Source:-Prepared by researcher 
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4.2. Publication trends in the field of m-payments
Figure 2 shows the number of annual publications on m-payment. The earliest research work in the 
field of m-payment dates back to the year 2005 and appeared in the Journal of Global Information 
Technology Management (Mao et al., 2005).

Interestingly, the research paper was an earlier attempt to empirically validate the adoption of 
mobile phone service behaviour among U.S. and Turkey citizens using extended Technology 
acceptance model. Research work in the field of m-payment was stagnant till the year 2013. 
From 2014 onwards, m-payments seemed to have caught the attention of the practicing scholars 
and the output in terms of research articles have improved significantly. The number of annual 
publications started to pick up momentum from the year 2014 and still continues. The annual 
scientific production growth rate is about 12.25% indicating a steady growth rate. Review of the 

Table 1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion Criteria
Article Published in peer Reviewed Journal

English language

Only Empirical papers

Exclusion Criteria
Book Chapters

Review

Conference papers

Conference Review

Articles outside the scope of m-payment

Articles not available as full text

Source: Prepared by Researcher 

Table 2. Descriptive Information about Scientific papers retrieved
Description Results
Documents 56

Sources (Journals, Books, etc.) 44

Keywords Plus (ID) 167

Author’s Keywords (DE) 193

Period 2005–2020

Average citations per documents 46.66

Authors 140

Author Appearances 166

Authors of single-authored documents 4

Authors of multi-authored documents 136

Single-authored documents 4

Documents per Author 0.4

Authors per Document 2.5

Co-Authors per Documents 2.96

Collaboration Index 2.62

Document types

ARTICLE 56

Source:-Prepared by Researcher 
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publication trends highlighted that majority of research work is concentrated within the realm of 
developing countries such as India and China as both these countries have witnessed significant 
change in their digital payment ecosystem. Moreover, both these nations witnessed a significant 
surge in digital transaction in a short span of time owing to the Government and industry 
stakeholder constant push towards cashless transaction and cash-lite economy. Eyeballing of 
the data (Figure 3) suggest that out of the 30 most productive country, India emerged as 
a country with the highest number of research publications (n = 16), followed by China (n = 8) 
and the U.S. (n = 8). Post demonetization of the legal currency, the fintech companies in India 
offered innovative mobile payment solutions, cash-back, rewards and a robust technological 
infrastructure which led the practicing scholars to examining m-payment adoption in India 
(Bagla & Sancheti, 2018; Chawla & Joshi, 2019; Joseph et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2018; Kumar & 
Arun Palanisamy, 2019; Malik et al., 2019; Parijat Upadhyay & Jahanyan, 2016; Shankar & Datta, 
2018; Shaw & Kesharwani, 2019; Singh et al. 2020, 2017). Moreover, in terms of citation, publica-
tions originating from U.S.A as having the highest number of citations (n = 1014), followed by Spain 
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(n = 362) and Korea (n = 254). On the contrary, publications originating from India and China are 
not yet able to generate much impact in terms of citations provided that journals in the areas of 
management and business research typically require long years to building citations (Fahimnia 
et al. 2015). Moreover, the concept of m-payment is relatively new in Indian context. An eyeballing 
of the research work published in the reputed journals highlighted the dominance of the quanti-
tative research techniques. Researchers have contributed more towards empirical papers by 
adapting the constructs from previous studies resulting in a large number of empirical studies. 
A large proportion of research studies have been published in peer-reviewed International journals 
that have their jurisdiction in western countries which largely are homogenous in nature.

4.3. The most prolific and influential author
Prolific authors are the ones that created volumes of work and contribute towards the growth and 
advancement of a research field. Rey-Martí et al. (2016) argued that knowledge of prolific authors in 
a particular domain is of paramount importance and they could possibly be approached for research 
and policy formulation in a specific field. Many authors have made significant contributions in the 
area of m-payment research. Table 3 presents the most productive author in the area of m-payment 
research. Of all the 140 authors, that have contributed towards literature on m-payment, it is 
interesting to note that Liébana-Cabanillas, F. Muñoz-Leiva, F., Sánchez-Fernández., from Spain 
have emerged as most prolific and influential authors. For the purpose of inclusion in our study, 
criteria of two paper published by individual author was a benchmark criteria.

A synoptic overview of the prolific author highlight the fact that a majority of them have been 
affiliated to the University situated in Spain, followed by Institutes/Universities situated in India 
and the U.S, Australia, Thailand and Qatar. The prolific authors have contributed towards the field 
of study by publishing and propagating their research work in leading international journals.

4.4. Most influential works
Analysis of the prolific author provided key insight about the author’s contribution and their 
influence in the field of research. In addition to, it was deemed important to identify the highly 
cited research articles that have provided new avenues to the field of research. Total citations 
per year compare the influence of the article irrespective of the year in which it was published. To 
locate the most the most influential articles published in the field of m-payment, we set the cut-off 
limit to 50 citations. Table 4 represents the list of highly cited papers on m-payment, published in 
reputed peer reviewed journals. The phenomenon of Matthew effect, whereby researcher tends to 
cite scholarly article that are highly cited is clearly visible and is considered as a better source of 
information.

Analysis of the highly cited papers highlight the fact that Schierz et al. (2010) significantly 
contributed towards m-payment research with this seminal work. His contribution laid the 
foundation for empirical research works in the field of m-payment. In addition to, his work 
opened up new vistas of scholarly inquiry. Subsequent to his work, practicing scholars explored 
the field using established theoretical frameworks and some scholars even extended the 
established frameworks by developing and validating new constructs which they felt were 
largely missing in prior literature (Madan & Yadav, 2016). Furthermore, some scholars extended 
the methodological perspective by incorporating advance level of statistical analysis in their 
research work (Gbongli et al., 2019; Leong et al., 2013; Liébana & Lara, 2017; Upadhyay & 
Chattopadhyay, 2015; Yang & Sattayatham, 2016). The next highly cited article in the league 
have been contributed by Kim et al. (2010). Their work examined the adoption behaviour among 
different category of m-payment users using user-centric factors and m-payment service char-
acteristics. The m-payment service characteristics proposed are largely used across different 
studies on m-payment in conjunction with established theoretical frameworks. Highly cited 
research works does helped in attaining the theoretical development and methodological 
maturity as well as the popularity across various disciplines.
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Table 4. Highly cited research papers on m-payment
S.No Authors Title Source title Cited by C/Y
1 Schierz et al. 

(2010)
Understanding 
consumer 
acceptance of 
mobile payment 
services: An 
empirical 
analysis

Electronic 
Commerce 
Research and 
Applications

454 41.27

2 Kim et al. 
(2010)

An empirical 
examination of 
factors 
influencing the 
intention to use 
mobile payment

Computers in 
Human 
Behavior

420 38.18

3 Shin (2009) Towards an 
understanding 
of the 
consumer 
acceptance of 
mobile wallet

Computers in 
Human 
Behavior

254 21.16

4 Leong et al. 
(2013).

Predicting the 
determinants of 
the NFC- 
enabled mobile 
credit card 
acceptance: 
A neural 
networks 
approach

Expert Systems 
with 
Applications

171 21.375

5 Liébana- 
Cabanillas et al. 
(2014)

Antecedents of 
the adoption of 
the new mobile 
payment 
systems: The 
moderating 
effect of age

Computers in 
Human 
Behavior

150 21.42

6 Liébana- 
Cabanillas et al. 
(2014)

The moderating 
effect of 
experience in 
the adoption of 
mobile payment 
tools in Virtual 
Social Networks: 
The m-Payment 
Acceptance 
Model in Virtual 
Social Networks 
(MPAM-VSN)

International 
Journal of 
Information 
Management

105 15

7 Mao et al. 
(2005)

A research 
model for 
mobile phone 
service 
behaviors: 
Empirical 
validation in the 
U.S. and Turkey

Journal of 
Global 
Information 
Technology 
Management

90 5.625

8 José Liébana- 
Cabanillas et al. 
(2014)

Role of gender 
on acceptance 
of mobile 
payment

Industrial 
Management 
and Data 
Systems

77 11

(Continued)
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5. Bibliometric analysis
To graphically visualize the bibliographic data, we used VOS Viewer to analyze the network relation 
among different units of analysis. In our present study, we performed different types of analysis:—co- 
authorship, co-occurrence, bibliographic coupling and co-citation analysis.VOS Viewer was choosen 
for this study due to its ability to create a map based on network data, bibliographic data and text 
data and the flexibility to support all types of files. The file used for visualization purpose in VOS 
Viewer is in .CSV format which contains bibliographic information of the articles.

5.1. Co-authorship network analysis of author and countries
Co-authorship network represents the amount of collaboration between authors, organization and 
countries. Co-authorship results in synergistic effect. Moreover, collaborative research results in 
novel scientific output and better quality research papers. In general practice, researchers collec-
tively participate and contribute towards the production of scientific article, which owing to the 
individual’s contribution results in greater quantity and quality of scientific output. The analysis 
was performed using VOSviewer. Figure 4 shows the co-authorship network of authors that have 

Table 4. (Continued) 

S.No Authors Title Source title Cited by C/Y

9 Koenig et al 
(2015)

Enjoyment and 
social influence: 
predicting 
mobile payment 
adoption

Service 
Industries 
Journal

69 11.5

10 Arvidsson 
(2014)

Consumer 
attitudes on 
mobile payment 
services— 
results from 
a proof of 
concept test

International 
Journal of Bank 
Marketing

68 9.71

11 Thakur & 
Srivastava, 
(2013)

Customer usage 
intention of 
mobile 
commerce in 
India: An 
empirical study

Journal of 
Indian Business 
Research

60 7.5

12 Johnson et al. 
(2018)

Limitations to 
the rapid 
adoption of 
M-payment 
services: 
Understanding 
the impact of 
privacy risk on 
M-Payment 
services

Computers in 
Human 
Behavior

53 17.67

13 Di Pietro et al. 
(2015)

The Integrated 
Model on Mobile 
Payment 
Acceptance 
(IMMPA): An 
empirical 
application to 
public transport

Transportation 
Research Part C: 
Emerging 
Technologies

51 8.5

14 Zhou(2011) The effect of 
initial trust on 
user adoption of 
mobile payment

Information 
Development

51 5.1

Source: Prepared by Researcher 
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co-authored at least 1 research paper. In fixing the threshold limit, researchers must have co- 
authored at least 1 document and cited at least 50 times between 2005 and 2020. The analysis 
resulted in a total of 41 authors grouped under 14 clusters each clusters being represented by 
different colors. Liébana-Cabanillas, F. Muñoz-Leiva, F., Sánchez-Fernández., from Spain makes up 
the strongest co-authorship network with 4 co-authored documents. In addition to, 
Phonthanukitithaworn C. and Sellitto C. have co-authored 3 documents. Figure 5 presents the co- 
authorship network of author-affiliated countries having at least 1 publication between 2005 and 
2020. In choosing the threshold limits, minimum of a 10 numbers of citations of a country was 
applied which resulted in a total of 21 countries. The USA emerged has having the highest total link 
strength among all the countries. There exist no linkages among the countries such as Tanzania, 
Kazakhstan, Sweden, Canada, Serbia, Jordan and Italy. On the other hand, there exist a strong 
Collaboration network among countries such as Germany, France, UK, USA, South Korea, Iran, 
Spain, Thailand, India, China and Australia.

5.2. Keyword co-occurrence network
To encapsulate the thematic flow of knowledge prevailing among researchers, author keyword 
analysis was carried out. Therefore, we have undertaken author keyword analysis to better under-
stand the research trend prevailing in the field of m-payment. We used VOSviewer version 1.6.15 
to generate keyword co-occurrence network. Initially, a total of 195 keywords from the list of 56 
papers were extracted. In order to generate the co-occurrence network of most frequently used 
author keywords, the keywords were limited to at least two occurrences which resulted in a total 
of 45 keywords. Of the 195 keywords, 45 keywords met the threshold criteria. Figure 6 depicts the 
frequently used author keywords co-occurrence network. The map shows that “mobile payment” is 
largely studied concept, followed by “TAM”. The term mobile payment emerged as the widely used 
author keyword with 22 occurrences and followed by TAM with 9 occurrences. The analysis 
resulted in a total of 45 keywords grouped under 9 clusters, each cluster being represented by 
different color with total link strength of 209. Author keywords analysis offers some useful insight. 
First, it shows that traditional theoretical adoption models like TAM, UTAUT, and diffusion of 

Figure 4. Co-Authorship 
Network of Authors.

Source:-Prepared by researcher 
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innovation theory are largely adopted by researcher’s to generate theoretical model. These models 
have been used by researchers to examine/investigate the adoption intention/behavioural inten-
tion to use mobile payment. Second, it shows that theoretical constructs are used interchangeably 
across various studies and some studies even have used hybrid model to better investigate the 
issue of mobile payment adoption. Thirdly, it shows that scores of researchers have used Structural 

Figure 5. Co-Authorship 
Network of Author Affiliated 
Countries.

Source:-Prepared by researcher 

Figure 6. Co-Occurrence of 
Author’s Specific Keyword.

Source: Prepared by researcher 
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equation modelling as a preferred mode of statistical analysis to validate their proposed model 
and hypothesis. Fourthly, it shows that research works is largely concentrated to emerging and 
developing markets like India, China and Thailand as these nations have witnessed upsurge in 
adoption of m-payment in recent years.

5.3. Bibliographic coupling of documents:-
Kessler (1963) put forward the concept of bibliographic coupling. Two articles are said to be 
bibliographically coupled when they refer to a common third work in their reference list. 
Increase in the number of references that two articles commonly refer to in their reference list, 
increases the strength of bibliographic coupling. Under bibliographic coupling, thematically similar 
documents are clubbed into clusters. Using VOS Viewer, 56 studies were grouped under six 
clusters. Figure 7 depicts the bibliographic coupling of documents. A brief overview of the clusters 
is provided below.

5.3.1. Cluster 1: Determinants of m-payment adoption 
Cluster 1 in red color is the largest cluster with 17 documents cited 1221 times. Of the 56 studies 
under review, 17 research studies are grouped under 1st Cluster. The article in this cluster primarily 
focuses on determinants affecting intention to adopt m-payment services by consumers. The most 
cited articles in this cluster are by Schierz et al. (2010) cited 454 times, followed by Shin (2009) 
cited 254 times and by Leong et al. (2013) cited 171 times, respectively.

5.3.2. Cluster 2: Users inclination towards m-payment adoption 
This cluster contains 16 documents cited 422 times and is represented by green color. This cluster 
primarily investigates the user’s inclination towards the m-payment adoption. Of the 16 docu-
ments, Phonthanukitithaworn, C. delivered three research articles the maximum by any author in 
this cluster (Phonthanukitithaworn et al. 2015, 2016b, 2016a). The most cited article in this cluster 
are by Arvidsson (2014) cited 68 times, followed by Johnson et al. (2018) cited 53 times and Zhou 
(2011b) cited 51 times.

Figure 7. Bibliographic coupling 
of Documents.

Source: Prepared by researcher 
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5.3.3. Cluster 3: Effect of innovativeness and technology readiness on intention to adopt and 
recommend m-payment services:- 
This cluster contains 13 documents cited 148 times and is represented by sapphire blue color. This 
cluster primarily investigates the technology readiness and innovativeness on intention to adopt 
and recommend the m-payment services. The most cited articles in this cluster are by Di Pietro et 
al. (2015) cited 53 times, followed by José Liébana-Cabanillas et al. (2014) cited 78 times respec-
tively. Di Pietro et al. (2015)) study have emerged as a unique study in the clusters as it has 
examined the mobile ticketing adoption using integrated framework which includes constructs 
from the established theoretical model i.e DOI, TAM and UATAUT.

5.3.4. Cluster 4: Convergence of psychological elements, m-payment service characteristics 
and inhibiting factors to determine adoption and intention to use m-payment 
Cluster 4 represented by yellow color contains 04 documents and cited only 15 times. It is one of 
weakest clusters in terms of citation generations. The articles in this cluster have not been able to 
generate much impact in terms of citations as they have been published recently in the year 2019. 
As Fahimnia et al. (2015) argued that research works appearing in the journals that largely covers 
management and business research typically requires long years to building citations.

5.3.5. Cluster 5: Convergence of catalyst factors and m-payment service characteristics factors 
to augment the adoption of m-payment 
Cluster 5 represented by 03 documents and has 485 citations. The article in this cluster primarily 
highlighted the adoption of catalyst factors that increases the adoption at large level. Kim et al. 
(2010) work is the highly cited in this cluster.

5.3.6. Cluster 6: Determining adoption using moderation effect 
Cluster 03 contains 03 documents cited 265 times and represented by blue color. The article in this 
cluster primarily aimed at determining adoption through different moderating variables such 
gender, age and experience. The most cited articles in this cluster is F. Liébana-Cabanillas et al. 
(2014) cited 151 times. All articles in this cluster are authored by Liébana-Cabanillas.

5.4. Co-citation analysis at the journal level
Kumar (2015) argued that co-citation is said to occur when the referring paper refers two docu-
ments simultaneously in its reference list. Co-citation analysis is used to study the intellectual 
structure of a research field from the perspective of cited publications. Co-citation is one of the 
effective tool for measuring the contextual similarity between two documents (Surwase et al. 
2011). Co-citation analysis was performed using VOSviewer and was analyzed using full counting 
method. In order to generate a meaningful co-citation network, a threshold criteria of 10 minimum 
citations was employed, resulting in a total of 61 cited sources. Of the 1665 sources, 61 sources 
met the threshold criteria of 10 minimum citations. Co-Citation analysis of the cited sources 
resulted in the formation of five clusters represented by five different colors. Figure 8 shows the co- 
citation pattern of 61 sources cited at least 10 times by studies in our sample.

Cluster 1 (in red) contains 19 journals and it consists of wide variety of journals which include 
MIS quarterly, management sciences, information system research, electronic commerce research 
and application are the most cited journals in this cluster. Almost all journals are impact factor 
publication.

Cluster 2 (in green) contains 17 journals and is the second largest cluster. Most noted and 
impactful journals in this cluster includes Computers in human behaviour, decision support sys-
tems, information & management, journal of business research, journal of consumer marketing.

Cluster 3 (in blue) consists of 10 journals and includes diverse range of journals such as 
Communications of the acm, mis q and these journals are most cited in this cluster.
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Cluster 4 (in Yellow) contains 8 Journals. Behaviour and Information technology, Industrial 
management & data system and expert systems with applications, journal of strategic information 
system are most cited journal in this category.

Cluster 5 (in purple) contains 7 journals. Decision sciences, European journal of marketing, 
journal of electronic commerce research are some of the noted journals in this field.

5.5. Co-citation analysis at the author level
Co-citation analyses at the author level were also performed. To be considered for inclusion, an 
author must have been cited 10 times. Analysis of co-citation patterns was also performed using 
VOSviewer using full counting method. Of the 4027 authors, 117 authors met the threshold criteria of 
10 minimum citations. Co-Citation analysis of the cited authors resulted in the formation of four 
clusters depicted by four different colors. Figure 9 shows the co-citation pattern of 117 authors cited 
at least 10 times by studies in our sample. Cluster 1 (in red color) depicts the work of 43 highly cited 
authors and it is one of the largest clusters. Of all the 43 authors, Davis work titled “User acceptance 
of information technology: toward a unified view” emerged as the highly cited sources, followed by 
the work of Venkatesh, Ajzen, Bagozzi and Fishbein are the most cited authors in the field of mobile 
payment. Cluster 2 (in green) includes 11 authors. The most prominent authors in this cluster include 

Figure 8. Co-citation pattern of 
the cited sources.

Source:-Prepared by researcher 

Figure 9. Co-citation of the 
cited authors.

Source:-Prepared by researcher 
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Lu, Zhang and Zhou. Cluster 3 (in blue) includes 6 authors. In this cluster, Dahlberg, Mallat and Ondrus 
emerged as the most cited authors. Cluster 4 (in Yellow) includes 4 authors. The most prominent 
authors in this cluster consist of Liébana-Cabanillas Dwivedi and Ooi.

6. Research gaps in current research and direction for future research
After carrying out the exhaustive review of the literature, we identified that there has been 
continuous progress in the body of literature, there are major research gaps hampering the current 
research were identified. We propose some avenues for future research on m-payment.

6.1. Dominance of quantitative research
A large and growing body of literature has investigated the adoption behaviour/adoption intention 
using quantitative data and surveys. The review highlighted that considerable amount of research 
methods have been applied to examine the issue of m-payment in-depth. In a large number of 
studies, researchers have contributed more towards empirical papers by adapting the constructs 
from previous studies resulting in a large number of empirical studies. Researchers spanning across 
various disciplines used varied statistical techniques to analyze primary data Structural Equation 
Modelling is the widely used statistical technique by researchers, followed by Confirmatory factor 
analysis is the most used technique after SEM by researchers. Future researchers need to explore 
more advanced statistical techniques that can better predict the adoption intention of consumers.

6.2. Lack of studies on merchant adoption of m-payment:-
The present review highlights that majority of the studies examine the adoption of m-payments 
from consumer perspectives. To this date, there have been few empirical investigations into 
merchant acceptance of m-payment. In fact, very few researchers in the past have attempted 
to address the issue of merchant acceptance of m-payment which highlights the paucity of 
research on merchant acceptance of m-payment. Dahlberg et al. (2008) emphasized that mer-
chants participation is a key to secure large number of point of acceptance. Ligon et al. (2019) 
emphasized that low rate of adoption among merchants is due to the demand side factor. Among 
the reason highlighted for non-adoption include consumer’s lack of enthusiasm to pay digitally, 
merchants concern for tax liability based on transaction done using m-payment and fear of being 
cheated. To overcome this gap, there is a need for more theory-based quantitative research to 
better understand the adoption intention of merchants.

6.3. Paucity of qualitative studies
The problem of lack of qualitative studies is inherent in the field of m-payment. Researchers have 
focused more towards empirical papers as data from consumer is easier and more convenient to 
collect. To this date, only Mallat (2007) have examined customer adoption of m payment from 
qualitative perspective. This clearly highlighted that there exists a paucity of qualitative studies 
focusing different group of stakeholders. Future researchers must address this grave issue and give 
due emphasis on qualitative aspect.

6.4. Sampling limited to younger users
Together, these studies provide important insights into the growing interest towards younger users 
particularly more towards University and College level students as their sample sizes, which limits 
the generalisability of the findings for the entire population. Further research studies should take 
into account the adoption intention of people at various age levels and with different educational 
background.

6.5. Limited studies investigating moderating effect
Much of the current literature on m-payment examined the adoption intention, but only a limited 
number of studies investigated the moderation effect on intention to adopt (F. Liébana-Cabanillas 
et al., 2014; B. Shaw & Kesharwani, 2019; Su et al., 2018). A further study with more focus on 
moderation effect is therefore suggested to better predict the user intention to adopt m-payment.
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6.6. Multi-country and cross-country cultural studies
Only a handful of studies have investigated the impact of culture on m-payment (Chung & 
Holdsworth, 2012; Mao et al., 2005). More work needs to be done to increase the reliability and 
validity of future cross cultural studies. In this contemporary era, when almost all the world 
economies are embracing digital payments for ensuring sustainability of their economies and 
the livelihood of their citizens, there is a pressing need for more cross-country studies to identify 
the factors driving adoption towards digital payments.

7. Discussion
In this section, we have capsulized our present study and presented the findings of the six research 
question that were mentioned in the introduction section. The findings with reference to six 
questions are enumerated below:

(1) RQ (1) addresses the dynamics of research literature productions. From the findings, it can 
easily be deciphered that research on m-payment has started to pick up the momentum and 
this will see a rapid uptake especially in light of the havoc caused by novel corona virus. Last 
couple of years has witnessed significant contributions in the field of m-payment. 
Subsequent to 2013, research works have witnessed a dramatic shift as the researchers 
have propagated their work in leading peer-reviewed journals. Analysis of the country wise 
scientific production depicts altogether different story. The trend portrays an overall growing 
concentration of studies in the Asia-Pacific region (APAC), which largely includes major 
developing nations such as India and China. Countries in the APAC region are widely 
considered as a hotbed for innovative practices in the field of digitisation as it offers access 
to requisite talent, supportive business conditions which further stimulate growth and 
innovation.

(2) The findings of RQ (2) highlighted the work of most prolific and influential authors in the field 
of m-payment. The analysis reports that Liébana-Cabanillas, F. Muñoz-Leiva, F., Sánchez- 
Fernández., from Spain have emerged as being the most influential researchers in this field 
with maximum number of scientific contributions.

(3) The findings of RQ (3) highlighted that Schierz et al. work is one of the highly cited research 
work in the field of m-payment. Indeed, the research work propagated by Schierz was one of 
the earliest in the field of m-payment to have laid the foundation for the subsequent 
empirical work.

(4) The findings of RQ (4) indicate the lack of co-operation among practicing countries and 
researchers. Author co-operation network indicates that researchers originating from the 
same geographical jurisdiction are more active in collaborative work and it is resulting in 
synergistic effect, leading to better academic output. Cooperation network of author 
affiliated country portrays the lack of networking among countries that are actively under-
taking research in the field of m-payment.

(5) To address our RQ (5), we used Keyword analysis which helps us to determine the common 
theme of research flowing among researchers in the field of m-payment. It shows that 
traditional information system research model is widely used model by researchers and the 
variables therein are used interchangeably to better predict the user adoption intention. 
Furthermore, a vast majority of researchers are using SEM as a preferred way to validate 
their proposed models. In addition, it also portrays the growing concentrations of research 
work in developing economies.

(6) To address our RQ (6), we constructed the network map using bibliographic coupling 
and co-citation analysis based on bibliographic data analyzed in VOSviewer and it 
reveals interesting pattern and themes in the field of m-payment and the emergence 
of several clusters helps in the identification of the intellectual structure of the research 
area.
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8. Conclusions and direction for future research
To the best of our knowledge, our study is a pioneering one to carry out the review in the field 
of m-payment using SLR and bibliometric analysis. The results of our study showed that research in 
the field of m-payment has been have been on an upward trajectory and researchers spanning 
across various jurisdiction, discipline’s and institutes are propagating their research work in leading 
peer-reviewed journals. Analysis of the country-wise scientific production reportedly highlighted 
that research works from the U.S emerged as having more influential in terms of citations, but 
lacks periodic progression. On the contrary, India and China have witnessed quantum jump in 
research works on account of growing popularity of low cost modes of digital payment in their 
economies. A synoptic overview of the peer-reviewed literature highlights the growing dominance 
of the quantitative methodologies adopted by researchers. Analysis of the co-authorship or 
scientific collaboration network reveals the growing convergence of research among selected 
authors and countries. Moreover, the network reveals that authors and countries are not well 
connected to each other. The present study should be viewed in light of the following limitations. 
The present study literature is restricted to Scopus database only and excluded conference 
publication, editorial, book chapters from further review. Future researchers must expand the 
scope of the present study by accessing several different databases such as Web of Science, 
Google scholar, Proquest, IEEE Explore, Dimensions API and ABI/Inform so as to overcome the 
limitations associated with the present study. Another limitation associated with the present study 
is that it reviewed the adoption studies from consumer perspective. Therefore, future studies must 
take into account the adoption of m-payment by different stakeholders. Present research work has 
also been characterized by limited search strategy which in itself is inherent limitation. Future 
research studies could use manual keyword search to locate appropriate studies on existing 
literature. The present study has used VOSviewer as a bibliometric tool to carry out various types 
of analysis. Future research study can expand the scope of the present study by utilizing others 
stated of art bibliometric tools such as Bib excel, HistCite and Gephi etc., for better visualization 
and comprehensive review. In addition to, future researcher’s can also use a variety of science 
mapping analysis software such as cite space, CiteNetExplore rand Sci2tool and SciMat to better 
represent the relationship among different units of analysis. Future research studies must address 
the issue of page rank analysis in order to distinguish between the popularity and prestige of 
a research paper. This would permit the examination in detail of the relevance of the citing papers 
and would help to locate the most prominent research paper in the field of study.

Despite the limitations mentioned above, our paper provides a comprehensive overview of the 
research on m-payment that would be of immense benefits to academicians and practitioners 
alike. This will help the extension and advancement of research on this topic.
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